


The
yacht

chapter one

Baton Rouge is a 62.5 METRE (205ft) yacht with six decks,
seven cabins and probably more volume for her length
than any other 63 metre yacht on the water. She has the
striking good looks of a Tim Heywood exterior and the elegant charm of a
beach house interior by Redman Whiteley Dixon. Baton Rouge is a highly
customised vessel, radically different in concept and built by Icon Yachts.
The result is a spectacular yacht with a wealth of unique features beautifully
brought to life by teams of specialist cabinet makers,
craftsman and artists from around the world, hand-picked by an owner with
a meticulous eye for exceptional quality and detail.

http://www.yachtcharterfleet.com/luxury-charter-yacht-24311/baton-rouge.htm


Baton Rouge at anchor, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat

Tim Heywood’s exterior design accomplishes a
brilliant illusion with strong lines that lead
the eye horizontally, maintaining a sense of 
proportion about her expanded superstructure.



Baton rouge is fully stabilised and optimised for the ultimate seagoing experience.
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deck

chapter two

The sun deck has a huge lounging area, bar, barbecue,
circular breakfast or lunch table which seats eight
and overhanging balcony seating for fantastic views.
At night this area has a cool club atmosphere with its
own light show and disco.
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sun deck 
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sun deck



The sun deck becomes 
the party deck by night. 

The sun loungers make way for
dancing and the light show.
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relax around the pool on the bridge deck. Or if you
prefer to work up an appetite, the pool has a jet stream
to swim against. the shower room is opposite the bar.
breakfast or lunch can be enjoyed at The central table
which seats either eight or twelve thanks to cleverly
designed leaves that unfold. 
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The upper deck is the perfect place to enjoy lunch al
fresco, relax afterwards on the comfortable sofas aft
And enjoy the view. The upper saloon has the light and
breezy feel of a beach house. There is a bar area, a
bespoke games table (which is a work of art) and a 
digital piano to entertain. Forward is the observation
lounge offering panoramic views. A second games table
and a library make this a special place for evening
relaxation with a glass of cognac.
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The upper deck saloon blurs
the edges between inside and
out with a fresh, light beach
house inspired interior and,
unusually, a clear view all the
way through from the aft
deck to the bow giving a
tremendous sense of space.
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The observation lounge.
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There are two VIP suites on the upper deck.



main
deck

chapter five

the entire deck forward of the lobby is dedicated to
the master suite with two private offices, blue marble
bathroom, dressing room and vanity. Aft is the dining
room, main saloon and the deck area where the limo
tender is stowed.



The master suite is a vast 100 square 
metres of cool, calm, luxury.
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main deck
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main deck

Top left: Entrance hall with sliding doors to the bedroom and his study.
Top right: Her study.
Bottom left: His study.
Bottom right: The stunning joinery in the entrance to the bathroom, left and vanity, right.

Top left: Entrance to the bathroom.
Top right: The blue marble bathroom with frosted glass rain-shower room.
Bottom left: Vanity.
Bottom right: Bathroom detail.



The main saloon.
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The main saloon, portside seating. Main saloon details and finishes.
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The dining room can be closed off from the main saloon with sliding doors.
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The beach club on the lower deck brings you closer 
to the water and an array of watersports toys. There 
is a dedicated dive locker with compressor for diving
enthusiasts, the yacht’s qualified dive master can
arrange diving excursions for guests. a fully equipped
gymnasium is located here in the beach club with
shower room and swim platform showers.
four further individually styled en suite guest suites-
two with baths - are also on this deck, midships.
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toys & gym
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There are four en suite guest cabins, two doubles and two twins which can convert as required.



specification

TYPE Twin Screw Diesel Displacement Yacht

FLAG Isle of Man

DIMENSIONS Length O.A. 62.5m (205ft)
Beam 12.1m (39.8ft)
Draft 3.7m (12.1ft)  

TONNAGE Gross 1,423
Net 426

YEAR BUILT 2010

BUILDER Icon Yachts, The Netherlands 

EXTERIOR DESIGN Tim Heywood Design 

INTERIOR DESIGN Redman Whiteley Dixon 

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE Jouke van der Baan

CONSTRUCTION Welded steel hull, aluminium superstructure 

CLASSIFICATION Lloyd's Maltese Cross 100A1 SSC yacht 
Mono G6 Maltese Cross LMC UMS

MACHINERY 

MAIN ENGINES 2 x MTU, 1885kW (2480hp) 

SPEEDS Cruising speed of about 14.5 knots
Max speed of about 15.5 knots

RANGE AT 12 KNOTS 5,000nm

GENERATORS Main – 2 x 212 kW,  1 x 154 kW
Emergency – 1 x 96 kW 

ROLL CONTROL Quantum, with Zero Speed

AIR CONDITIONING Heinen & Hopman

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

SATCOM 1 x Sailor Fleet Broadband 500
V-Sat - 1 x Seatel 4006
Sat TV - 2 x Seatel 4004

ENTERTAINMENT 
Satellite television, Kaleidescape entertainment system throughout providing
on-demand music and movies
54” screen in observation lounge 
46” screen in main saloon
42” screens in upper deck saloon & owner’s suite 
36” screens in the 4 x guest suites 
32” screen in VIP cabin 1
22” screen in VIP cabin 2
iPod docking stations
Electric piano in the upper deck saloon

ACCOMMODATION

12 GUESTS IN 7 CABINS
16 CREW

OWNER’S SUITE Full width owner’s suite located forward on the main deck with day lounge, private 
office, dressing room and en suite bathroom. 

GUEST SUITES 2 x double VIP cabins with en suite bathrooms located on the upper deck

4 x double cabins (2 of which convert to twins) with en suite bathrooms located on 
the lower deck

CREW 3 x double cabins
6 x twin-bunked cabins

TENDERS & TOYS

WATERSPORTS 1 x 8m Yachtwerft Meyer Limo tender
1 x 7.3m Castoldi inflatable tender
1 x 6.7m Pasco Rescue Boat
2 x 2-man Seadoo waverunners
2 x Jetskis
2 x Seabobs
2 x Segways
Waterskis, wakeboard, tows and inflatable

TOYS
2 x windsurfers
2 x kitesurfs
Diving equipment 
Snorkelling gear
BATON ROUGE is an RYA training centre for guest certification to use the
waverunners during the charter.

JACUZZI DIP POOL Oversize Jacuzzi dip pool with swim jet

GYMNASIUM EQUIPMENT Exercise wall (TechnoGym) 
Running machine
Exercise bike
Weight bench 
Free weights

All particulars are believed to be correct 
but cannot be guaranteed. 

Brochure co-ordination: Burgess.  
Photography, art direction & brochure:
Wilkins Productions, UK
Photograph page 27 Bugsy Gedlek
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